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Abstract

We present linguistic data summarization, meant as a process for a comprehensive description of big and complex data sets via short statements
in natural language represented by protoforms in the form of linguistically
quantified propositions dealt with using tools and techniques of fuzzy
logic to grasp an inherent imprecision of natural language. Such linguistic data summaries can provide a human user, whose only natural means
of articulation and communication is natural language, with a simple yet
effective and efficient means for the representation and manipulation of
knowledge about processes and systems. We concentrate on the linguistic
summarization of dynamic processes and systems, dealing with data represented as time series. We extend the basic, static data oriented concept
of a linguistic data summary to the case of time series data, present various possible protoforms of linguistic summaries, and an analysis of their
properties and ways of generation. We show two our own real applications of the new tools of linguistic summarization of time series, for the
summarization of quotations of an investment (mutual) fund, and of Web
server logs, to show the power of the tool. We also mention some other
applications known from the literature. We conclude with some remarks
on the strength of the linguistic summarization for broadly perceived data
mining and knowledge discovery and some possible further research directions.
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1

Introduction

An overwhelming majority of real processes and problems are dynamic and
should be analyzed by taking into account their time varying behavior. This also concerns all kinds of approaches aimed at discovering information and/or knowledge
about the processes and problems considered, notably those based on data mining,
machine learning, etc.
A human being is more and more often a crucial element of virtually all complex processes and problem solving tasks as the research interest moves towards more
and more complex systems. This implies a wider and wider gap between the human, much better in sophisticated tasks but worse in number crunching, and computer, much better in number crunching but much worse in sophisticated analyses. A
human-centric systems paradigm initiated by Dertouzos (2001) and developed by, e.g.,
Pedrycz and Gomide (2007) can be a viable solution. In our context it would boil down
to the use of natural language for the representation of that information/knowledge
extracted because for the humans natural language is the only fully natural means of
communication and articulation.
More specifically, we will deal with linguistic data summaries in the sense of
Yager (1982), in their more implementable form proposed by Kacprzyk and Yager
(2001) and Kacprzyk, Yager and Zadrożny (2000) in which, in the static case, we
have a (relational) database that is too large to be comprehended by the human being
and therefore we wish to find a short and comprehensible linguistic summary of its
contents as a short linguistically quantified proposition in the sense of Zadeh (1983).
For instance, in the case of a personnel database, a linguistic summary with respect to
“age” and “salary” can be most of young employees earn low salaries.
This basic concept of a static linguistic summary has been extended to the dynamic case, specifically to linguistic summaries of time series by Kacprzyk, Wilbik
and Zadrożny (2006). By first performing a segmentation of the time series data into
trends, i.e., parts of the time series exhibiting a uniform behavior, we obtained linguistic summaries like “most of slowly decreasing trends have a large variability”, “almost
all of trends with a high variability are sharply decreasing”, etc. This approach was extended in, e.g., Kacprzyk, Wilbik and Zadrożny (2008, 2010), showing an application
to investment (mutual) fund quotations, and in Zadrożny and Kacprzyk (2007a, b) for
Web log analyses. Then, many other approaches have been proposed as, e.g., Alvarez
et al. (2012), Batyrshin and Sheremetov (2006, 2007), Castillo, Marín and Sánchez
(2010, 2011b), Keller et al. (2009, 2011), for various application areas as, e.g., elderly
care, traffic analyses, etc.
Obviously, the generation of linguistic summaries, even static not to mention
dynamic ones, can be a serious problem and has rarely been addressed except for
Kacprzyk and Zadrożny (2001) and their subsequent papers in which the generation
is considered in the context of fuzzy database querying, Kacprzyk and Zadrożny’s
(2005a) use of Zadeh’s protoforms representing linguistic summaries, Kacprzyk and
Zadrożny’s (2013) proposal to derive (generate) linguistic summaries via associa-
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tion rule mining, Kacprzyk and Zadrożny’s (2010) proposal to generate linguistic
summaries using natural language generation (NLG), and Kacprzyk and Zadrożny’s
(2010) proposal to generate linguistic summaries by using some elements of systemic
functional linguistics (SFL).
We will now briefly present the concept of a linguistic data summary, first of
static and then dynamic (time series) data. Then, we will mention two example of applications, for the summarization of investment fund quotations and Web logs.

2

Linguistic data summaries: a static and dynamic case

Yager’s (1982) source concept of a linguistic data summary concerns:
Y = {y1 , y2 , . . . , yn }, the set of objects (records) in the database D as, e.g., a set
of employees; A = {A1 , A2 , . . . , Am }, the set of attributes (features) characterizing
the objects from Y as, e.g., a salary or age. A linguistic (data) summary includes:
• a summarizer P , i.e. an attribute together with a linguistic value (fuzzy predicate) defined on the domain of attribute Aj (e.g. low for the attribute salary);
• a quantity in agreement Q, i.e. a linguistic quantifier (e.g. most);
• a truth value (validity) T of the summary, i.e. a number from [0, 1] yielding the
truth (validity) of the summary (e.g., 0.7);
• optionally, a qualifier R, i.e. another attribute together with a linguistic value
(fuzzy predicate) defined on the domain of attribute Ak determining a (fuzzy)
subset of Y (e.g., young for attribute age).
Thus, a linguistic summary may be exemplified by the simple form
T (most of employees earn low salary) = 0.7

(1)

or by a richer (extended) form, including a qualifier (e.g. young), by
T (most of young employees earn low salary) = 0.82

(2)

Basically, the core of a linguistic summary is a linguistically quantified proposition in the sense of Zadeh (1983) which for (1) may be written as
Qy 0 s are P

(3)

and for (2) may be written as
QRy 0 s are P

(4)
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The truth value (validity), T , of the above simple and extended (3) and (4) are
then, respectively:
!
n
1X
0
T (Qy s are P ) = µQ
µP (yi )
(5)
n i=1
T (QRy 0 s are P ) = µQ

 Pn

µ (y ) ∧ µR (yi )
i=1
PnP i
i=1 µR (yi )


(6)

where ∧, the minimum operation, may be replaced by, e.g. a t-norm, and Q is a fuzzy
set representing the linguistic quantifier like

for x ≥ 0.8
 1
2x − 0.6 for 0.3 < x < 0.8
(7)
µQ (x) =

0
for x ≤ 0.3
Other methods of calculating T can also be used, notably those based on
the OWA (ordered weighted averaging) operators (cf. Yager, 1988, 1996; Yager and
Kacprzyk, 1997; and Yager, Kacprzyk and Beliakov, 2011), and the Sugeno and Choquet integrals (cf. Bosc and Lietard, 1995 or Grabisch, 1998).
The above approach can be extended to the dynamic case, i.e. to the summarization of time series, as proposed by Kacprzyk, Wilbik and Zadrożny (2006), and
then considerably developed in, e.g., Kacprzyk, Wilbik and Zadrożny (2008, 2010), to
name a few. Basically, in that approach the linguistic summarization of a time series
is performed as the linguistic summarization of the trends (segments) extracted from
the time series. First, we assume a piecewise linear representation of time series data,
and we extract segments, i.e. the constituent straight lines that represent an uniform
behavior of the data. This can be done by using, for instance, on-line (sliding window)
algorithms, bottom-up or top-down strategies (cf. Keogh, 2004, 2001) or, as in our
works, using a modification of Sklansky and Gonzalez (1980) algorithm.
The following basic features of trends in the time series are considered:
1. dynamics of change,
2. duration, and
3. variability,
meant as: the dynamics of change is the speed of change of the consecutive values of
the time series which may be described by the slope of a line representing the trend,
then represented by a linguistic variable, the duration is the length of a single trend,
also represented by a linguistic variable and the variability describes how “spread
out” a group of data within a segment is. The use of a small set of granulated linguistic labels as, e.g.: quickly increasing, increasing, slowly increasing, constant, slowly
decreasing, decreasing, quickly decreasing, equated with fuzzy sets, is employed.
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Then, we basically employ protoforms (abstract prototypes, or template, of a
linguistically quantified propositions) of linguistic summaries as proposed by
Kacprzyk and Zadrożny (2005a), exemplified by
• for the simple form:
Among all segments, Q are P

(8)

e.g.: “Among all segments, most are slowly increasing”.
• for the extended form:
Among all R segments, Q are P

(9)

e.g.: “Among all short segments, most are slowly increasing”.
Moreover, we can further enhance the extended protoforms given in (8) and
(9) by adding a temporal expression, ET , like: “recently”, “initially”, “in the very
beginning”,“in the early Spring of 2010”, etc., which yields the temporal protoforms:
• for the case of the simple protoform:
ET among all segments, Q are P

(10)

e.g.: “Recently, among all segments, most are slowly increasing”.
• for the case of the extended protoform:
ET among all R segments, Q are P

(11)

e.g.: “Initially, among all short segments, most are slowly increasing”.
The truth (validity) of those linguistic summaries is calculated similarly as in
the static case, and we obtain for for the simple and extended protoform, respectively:
!
n
1X
µP (yi )
(12)
T (Among all y’s, Q are P ) = µQ
n i=1
 Pn
T (Among all Ry’s, Q are P ) = µQ

µ (y ) ∧ µP (yi )
i=1
PnR i
i=1 µR (yi )


(13)

where ∧ is the minimum operation or more generally a t-norm.
The computation of truth values of temporal summaries is very similar to the
previous case, and – basically – we obtain for the simple temporal protoform summary
(10) and for the extended temporal protoform summary (11), respectively:
 Pn

µ (y ) ∧ µP (yi )
i=1
PnET i
T (ET among all y’s, Q are P ) = µQ
(14)
i=1 µET (yi )
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where µET (yi ) is the degree to which a trend (segment) occurs during the time span
described by ET ;
 Pn

µ (y ) ∧ µR (yi ) ∧ µP (yi )
i=1
PnET i
i=1 µET (yi ) ∧ µR (yi )

T (ET among all Ry’s, Q are P ) = µQ


(15)

and for technicalities we refer the reader to our papers cited above.
Naturally, this is not the only way to calculate that degree. For instance, we may
also use the OWA (ordered weighted averaging) operators (cf. Kacprzyk Wilbik and
Zadrożny, 2007). One can also employ some other aggregation methods exemplified
by those using the Sugeno (cf. Bosc and Lietard, 1995) or Choquet (cf. Grabisch,
1998) integrals.
Moreover, it should be noticed that the degree of truth has been assumed as the
only quality criterion which is natural for Yager’s setting. However, many other quality criteria are possible, for instance the degrees of: imprecision, specificity, fuzziness, covering, focus, appropriateness, informativeness, and the length of the summary. Most of them were already suggested in earlier works by Kacprzyk and Yager
(2001), Kacprzyk, Yager and Zadrożny (2000), and then extended into the time series
summarization, e.g., in Kacprzyk and Wilbik (2010), and details can be found therein.
3

Examples of applications

We will now show two examples of our works on the linguistic summarization
of: (1) daily quotations of a mutual (investment) fund that is to invest at least 66%
assets in shares listed at the Warsaw, Zagreb and Moscow Stock Exchanges, and (2)
Web logs of the institute server. As we will see, different protoforms of lingusitic
summaries have been employed which is implied by the specificity of the problem.
3.1

Linguistic summarization of investment (mutual) fund quotations

What concerns the daily quotations of the investment (mutual) fund, the period
of January 1, 2002 until the December 31, 2010 was considered, mainly to account
for some economic disturbances in Europe in recent years. The value of one share was
PLN 12.06 in the beginning and PLN 40.52 at the end of the time span (PLN stands for
the Polish Zloty). The minimal value recorded was PLN 9.35 while the maximal one
during this period was PLN 57.85. The biggest daily increase was PLN 2.32, while the
biggest daily decrease was 3.46. Using the piecewise linear segmentation we obtained
100 segments from 1 day to 191 days long. Almost 50% of segments were shorter
than 10 days, with very few segments longer than 50 days.
We used the granulation of 5 labels for each attribute, like very short, short,
medium and long, very long for the duration, and similarly for other criteria.
Some examples of the linguistic summaries obtained were:
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• the simple summaries:
– Among all slowly decreasing segments, most are short,
– Among all long and constant segments, most are of very high variability,
– Among all very long segments, most are constant,
– Among all of moderate variability segments, most are short,
– Among all very long segments, most are constant and of very high variability,
• the summaries which reflect a temporal aspect:
– Recently, among all slowly decreasing segments, most are short,
– Recently among all long and of very high variability segments, most are
constant,
– Recently among all short and of very high variability segments, most are
slowly decreasing,
– Recently among all very long and of very high variability segments, most
are constant,
– Recently among all very long segments, most are constant and of very
high variability,
– Recently among all slowly increasing segments, most are of very high
variability,
3.2

Linguistic summarization of Web server logs

The second application concerns the linguistic summarization of Web server
logs and was proposed by Zadrożny and Kacprzyk (2007a, b). That application was
motivated by the fact that Web servers are crucial elements of virtually all IT systems
in all kinds of institutions, organizations, companies, etc. and it may be very important
to use some advanced tools and techniques for their design and running. For the use
of soft computing, see Wang, et. al. (2002, 2005), Pal, et. al. (2002), Abraham (2003),
Arotaritei and Mitra (2004), De and Krishna (2004), Asharaf and Murty (2004).
The idea of our approach, from the viewpoint of soft computing, is similar to
Abraham (2002, 2003, 2005) who deals, using fuzzy clustering, evolutionary algorithm, neural networks and the Takagi-Sugeno type fuzzy systems, with access trends
analysis which is similar in spirit to the dynamic linguistic summaries used by us.
Moreover, Shiu et al.’s (2005) approach is also related due to their use of the fuzzy
association rules used to generate a subclass of linguistic summaries (cf., our work
on that topic Kacprzyk J. and Zadrożny, 2001). However, none of those works uses a
human consistent natural language based approach.
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Basically, each request to a Web server is recorded in one or more log files
that contain the following main fields: the requesting computer name or IP address,
the username of the user triggering the request, the user authentication data, the date
and time of the request, the HTTP command related to the request which includes the
path to the requested file, the status of the request, the number of bytes transferred as
a result of the request, the software used to issue the request.
One may use an extended format with more fields but it is beyond the scope of
this paper.
By using similar linguistic summarization algorithms, we obtained both static
and dynamic summaries, which may be briefly exemplified as follows. First, for the
static case:
• for the case of the simple summaries:
– Most of the requests come from the Firefox browser
– Almost all requested files are small
• for the case of the extended summaries:
– Almost all failures concern files with an extension “ppt”
– Most of the requests concerning large files happen in the evening.
What concerns the dynamic summaries, i.e. concerning time series of requests
(their trends), we can quote the following examples:
• for the case of the simple summaries:
– Most of the trends concerning the number of requests are decreasing
• for the case of the simple summaries which account for the duration:
– Trends concerning the number of requests that took most time are slowly
increasing
• for the case of the extended summaries which account for the frequency of event
occurence:
– Most of increasing trends concerning the number of requests are of high
variability
• for the case of the extended summaries which account for the duration of event
occurence:
– Increasing trends concerning the total size of requested files, that took
most of the time, are very long
It is easy to see that in both examples of real applications the linguistic summaries derived have provided much insight into the very essence of the set of data
considered. They can be of a valuable help in making decisions.
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4

Concluding remarks

We briefly presented the concept of a linguistic summary of numeric data
which boils down to a linguistically quantified proposition that is dealt with using
fuzzy logic tools and techniques. This makes it possible, first, to provide a short and
comprehensive, yet very useful representation of information and knowledge exhibited by the (large set of) data in questions in a short natural language form. Second,
via the use of fuzzy logic, an inherent imprecision of natural language can be effectively and efficiently handled. This all is clearly a considerable step towards human
consistent and human centric computing that can help bridge an inherent gap between
the human being and the computer. We presented linguistic summarization both for
static and dynamic (time series) data sets. As a topic for a further in depth research we
mentioned our proposals of using tools and techniques of natural language generation
(NLG) and systemic functional linguistics (SFL).
We showed two real applications of linguistic summaries of time series data,
for daily quotations of an investment mutual fund, and for Web server logs, listing
some more interesting linguistic summaries of various types (protoforms) that could
provide much insight and information which might be useful for the analysis of the
problems considered.
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